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Atomi harges and energy levels of ZnS, ZnSe, CdS and CdSe multiple lusters were alulated

by the Extended Hukel method for real strutures of the semi{ondutors. The variation of their

eletroni properties has been depited in the dependene of single luster separations. CdSe is

more sensitive to suh separations than ZnS and CdS. Orbital energy levels showed a signi�ant

dependene on luster oupling at a distane omparable with the individual luster size. Charge

distributions in far regions did not give any variations with the interluster distane alteration in

ontrast to little disturbatioins of harges in fae{to{fae oupled atoms, espeially in halogenes.
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INTRODUCTION

Regular struture groups of atoms, separated theoreti-

ally or experimentally and known as lusters are of om-

parable interest as they regard a strong dependene of

their properties on the atomi sale dimensions inside

and outside. In real systems, lusters are loated at solid

substrates or matries. If interluster distanes are of sev-

eral nanometers, the lusters an be onsidered as inde-

pendent. Their properties are derived from simple al-

ulations of relatively small individuals, onstruted by

dogens or even hundreds of atoms. In the ase of losely

paked systems luster interations beome signi�antly

overlapping by their moleular orbitals, and the whole

omplex ats as a separate unit. Of ause, the degree

of the interation is determinated by the distane value

between the lusters. So it would be important to study

quantitatively their eletroni struture variations due to

interluster distanes.

The results of theoretial studies of multiple nanome-

ter size lusters in the approximation of e�etive masses

showed an essential e�et of suh distanes in the appear-

ane of level rossing phenomena, osillator strength al-

terations, exitation modes, et. Unfortunately, the e�e-

tive mass approximation does not allow to take into a-

ount the physial nature of bonds in semiondutor lus-

ters. Thus, to show the interluster dependene one may

use their moleular simulation in appropriate quantum

mehanial methods. The problem would beome simpli-

�ed and often in the only way solvable if empirial atomi

parameters and experimental luster (or monorystall)

geometry determine eletroni properties. In this aspet

moleular orbital theory an play a useful role desribing

suh a large omplex as oupled lusters of a semion-

dutor. The only restritions are omputational possibil-

ities of the mahines used. Regarding modern PC one is

able to alulate eletroni strutures for lusters built

of several hundreds of atoms with non{transition metals

inluded.

Up to date most of the properties of semiondutor

and metal lusters were obtained theoretially for iso-

lated units, aounting environment partiles in some

ases [1,2℄. First priniple alulations are impossible for

large lusters on PC in moleular orbital approximation

if symmetry onditions of the lusters are destroyed un-

der their mutual perturbations. So semiempirial meth-

ods suh as Extended Hukel Theory (EHT) as giving

realisti results in short times may be suessfully ap-

plied to solve the problem.

I. THEORY AND CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The dramati moment of EHT orret appliation is

the appropriate hoie of the Helmholz onstant K in

Hamiltonian o�{diagonal matrix elements. The K value

was taken as 1.82 to �t the thermodynamis of diatomi

moleules Me{X (Me=Zn, Cd, X=S, Se). Atomi pa-

rameters were also modi�ed (Table 1).

Orbital exponents Hamiltonial diagonal matrix elements in eV

Atom s p d s p d d d d

S 1.825 1.825 1.600 �22:000 �13:000 �8:500 0.000 1.000 0.000

Zn 1.730 1.034 7.428 �8:500 �4:500 �22:500 0.000 0.650 3.150

Se 2.420 2.360 0.000 �20:800 �14:500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Cd 1.800 1.450 3.785 �8:990 �4:650 �13:200 0.000 1.000 0.000

Table 1. Modi�ed atomi parameters for EHT.
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Multiple lusters were simulated by only two oupled

lusters distant from eah other by r, 2r, and 3r

�

A, were

r is the dimension of the single luster onsidered. A rel-

atively rough approximation suh as ETH is expeted

to give quite appropriate results beause of its ability to

represent band struture distribution orretly [3℄.

All alulations were arried out by the Extended

Hukel method (EHM) of the HYPERCHEM (release

5.1) program on PC Intel Pentium{166 with 32 MB of

fast memory.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sphalerite struture of oupled lusters of CdS is

shown in Fig. 1. The rest of the other ompounds are

of the same struture with appropriate geometries taken

from experimental data.

A quasiontinuous energy spetrum was obtained for

all single lusters of the following ompositionMe

13

X

32

(Me=Zn, Cd; X=S, Se). The growth of luster size leads

to some improvement of band distribution, but the osts

of it are too high: the omputational time inreases dra-

matially even for the formations with a hundred of

atoms. In the proess of oupling the initial lusters en-

ergy levels undergo most signi�ant shifts for distanes

in r

�

A and for CdSe, while ZnS is just a little ative. The

energy level disturbation is less notieable for greater in-

terluster distanes: 2r and 3r, espeially.

Ris. 1. Coupled luster Cd

13

S

32

. With ontour map of

harge density in the entral ut plane.

Coupled lusters were found to loose their stability as

ompare of with its total energy with the sum of sepa-

rated units. The stability of oupled lusters grows in the

following onsequene: ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, CdSe as may be

seen from Table 2.

Clusters Distane Total energy hange, eV HOMO{LUMO di�erene, eV

1 �0:1256 3.6512

ZnS 2 �0:0145 5.5227

3 �0:0122 6.0125

1 �0:1677 3.1723

ZnSe 2 �0:0196 4.0615

3 �0:0184 4.2673

1 �0:1849 2.6299

CdS 2 �0:0261 3.2576

3 �0:0240 3.4024

1 �0:4577 2.2830

CdSe 2 �0:0385 2.6475

3 �0:0314 2.8254

Table 2. EHM harateristis of lusters (interluster distane are in units of a single luster size).

For large interluster distanes the alteration of to-

tal energies are negligible and the luster oupling ould

our. The levels formed by more loalized d{orbitals

of unoupled lusters do not undergo any suÆient al-

terations as ompared with those of single ones. During

the oupling some hanges of the level bands were �xed

near the `extraordinal' levels: highest oupied moleular

orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoupied moleular or-

bitals (LUMO). In the �rst ase it an ontribute to �rst

optial transitions and to the appearane of additional

states in the region of unoupied states. This allows for

a somewhat areful assumption onerning the inreased

sensitivity of the exited states with respet to luster

oupling.

Charge redistribution due to luster oupling was

found to be just slightly sensitive to distanes. For 2r

�

A

the values vary only for fae to fae loated halogene

atoms (Table 3a,b).

Suh a weak inuene of the harge disturbation or-

responds to \high" stability of eletroni density for suh

omplex lusters. For distanes in r

�

A the atomi harges

of zink and admium atoms were alulated as both de-

reased and inreased (onsiderably for Cd), partiularly

for the metals in the sites opposite to halogene atoms

of the partner luster. All halogenide atoms are less

ontributive to harge redistribution.
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Charges on atom, e

Distane L,

�

A Zn(1) Zn(2) Zn(3) Cd(1) Cd(2) Cd(3)

L = r 0.125 0.267 0.415

L = 2r 0.127 0.267 0.415

L = 3r 0.127 0.267 0.415

L = r 0.116 0.243 0.415

L = 2r 0.118 0.244 0.415

L = 3r 0.118 0.244 0.415

L = r 0.129 0.261 0.478

L = 2r 0.132 0.262 0.478

L = 3r 0.131 0.262 0.478

L = r 0.104 0.213 0.365

L = 2r 0.109 0.215 0.366

L = 3r 0.110 0.215 0.366

Table 3a. Charges on atoms of the lusters alulated by EHM.

Charges on atom, e

Distane L,

�

A S(1) S(2) S(3) Se(1) Se(2) Se(3)

L = r �0:461 0.267 0.415

L = 2r �0:463 0.267 0.415

L = 3r �0:463 0.267 0.415

L = r �0:440 �1:202 �1:444

L = 2r �0:441 �1:203 �1:444

L = 3r �0:440 �1:203 �1:444

L = r �0:454 �1:536 �1:601

L = 2r �0:458 �1:537 �1:601

L = 3r �0:458 �1:537 �1:601

L = r �0:454 �1:536 �1:601

L = 2r �0:461 �1:542 �1:604

L = 3r �0:462 �1:543 �1:604

Table 3b. Charges on atoms of the lusters alulated by EHM.

Energy gaps may be immediately alulated from the

obtained band spetra as di�erenes of HOMO and

LUMO levels (Table 2) and ompared with experimental

optial spetra. These values are more sensitive to inter-

luster separations, espeially in the ase of CdSe than

atom harges. Therefore they are more appropriate to

experimental veri�ation of the luster oupling e�ets.

Energy gaps (in the best way for CdS and CdSe) were

signi�antly inuened during an interluster inrease.

The theoretial study of semi{ondutor eletroni

struture alteration resulting from a lose interation of

small lusters showed that any signi�ant e�et might

be notied only for very lose distanes. Nevertheless

hanges of the properties studied are very small even

for distanes in two ross{luster sizes as ompared with

that of individual lusters. Of ourse, this fat is not

an unexpeted one sine strong interation ours only

at short distanes. Beause of very approximative har-

ater of EHT no one an laim that only from double

interluster separation weak interation takes plae, but

must argue that there is aelerated derease of physi-

al properties with interpartile separations. The small

lusters onsidered here have a moleular{like nature and

their boundaries are very sensitive to environment whih

is expressed in higher polarizability (than in the bulk),

ununiform eletroni density distribution, et. However,

the main basis of the weak interluster interation is the

nature of the hemial bonds in semiondutors them-

selves ontrary to the nature of those in, e.g. metals,

when expliit interation was observed at distanes in

dozens of single luster sizes [4℄. Though metal behav-

iors di�er from those of semi{ondutors and their al-

ulation is based on ontinuity models, the mentioned

ontradition does not support ineÆieny of the semi{

empirial methods, inluding EHM.

Present alulations may be ompared with the re-

sults of a study of multiple quantum box models [5℄ and

quantum well systems onstruted of semiondutors [6℄.

Here energy level shifts our for small distanes between

single boxes or wells. A olletive harater of the semi-

ondutor eletroni struture was assumed when alu-

lations were made in the e�etive mass approximation.

Thus, the alulation by EHM showed the e�et of

relatively strong interluster interation in the ase of

their units distant eah from other by the single lus-

ter ross{size. For double and triple distanes the ou-
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pling e�et is found to be small. Charge distribution

slightly alters (0.001{0.01) and energy levels shift on-

siderably (0.01{0.1 eV) while energy gaps are narrowed

by signi�ant values (1{4 eV). The latter e�et an o-

ur in optial adsorption spetra. Band distribution has a

more semiondutor{like harater in a oupled lusters

as ompared with single ones. The maximum hanges of

the all above said behaviors are observed for CdSe, the

minimums are depited for ZnS.
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Rozxirenim metodom G�kkel� rozrahovano atomn� zar�di ta ener�etiqn� r�vn� zgrupovanih klaster�v

Zn, ZnSe, CdS ta CdSe dl� real~nih struktur ih nap�vprov�dnik�v. Zm�nu Ýhn�h elektronnih vlastivoste�

bulo proanal�zovano zale�no v�d v�dstane� m�� odinoqnimi klasterami. CdSe  qutliv�xim do rozd�lenn�,

n�� ZnS � CdS. R�vn�st~ orb�tal~nih ener��� pokazala Ýh znaqnu zale�n�st~ v�d efektu zdvonn� klaster�v

pri v�ddal�h, sum�rnih �z rozm�rami okremih klaster�v. Rozpod�l zar�du v dal~n�h d�l�nkah ne zm�n�-

t~s� pri v�ddalenn� klaster�v, na v�dm�nu v�d nevelikogo zburenn� zar�d�v na atomah, roztaxovanih odin

navproti �nxogo, osoblivo dl� hal~ko�en�d�v.
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